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PANAGEANEWS
This month we begin in the Central region.... In the
Grimwall Range, Wolf’s Star (Zraxxut worshipping
LOOT Gnolls) destroyed Bear Clan (Trimorph
worshipping Giants). One hundred miles away, Knights
Of Red Ax (Shargash worshipping LOOT Minotaurs)
defeated the fleeing Argonauts (Lawful Terminator
Giants) in a close battle. A week later Vulture Legion
(Chaotic Kodan Raman Gnolls) and Howling Winds
(Chaotic Kodan Raman Gnolls) slammed into the
Argonauts and inflicted heavy casualties.
On the isle of Mycenea, Lomorian Wolf Pack
(Chaotic Kodan Raman Gnolls) and Lupine Legion
(Chaotic Kodan Raman Gnolls) butchered the all but
defenseless Drexel (Lawful Terminator Giants).
Moving to the Western Region.... In the Vaeld
Mountains, 3rd Regiment (Chaotic Kodan Raman
Gnolls) defeated the fleeing Aphelion (Lawful AIM
Elves).
In the region known as Aurumia, Rick’s Reserves
(Chaotic Kodan Raman Gnolls), Black Widow
(Chaotic Kodan Raman Gnolls), Black Scorpion
(Chaotic Kodan Raman Gnolls) and S.F. Giants
(Chaotic Kodan Raman Giants) defeated the fleeing
Nomads (Lawful Terminator Humans).
Finally, the Eastern Region was relatively quiet.... In
the Lorian Forest, Lobo’s Moon (Zraxxut worshipping
LOOT Gnolls) defeated the retreating Army Of
Caladan (Redeemer worshipping Giants of the RPA).

LORASIA NEWS
On the Vardian Plain outside the Human city of
Vardunon, Parisean (Cosmic Balance worshipping
ICON Humans) destroyed Das Weirdwaffe (Cosmic
Balance worshipping Humans). [Note: Destroying
members of your own religion is very bad for Morale
and Piety!] The next day at the Human city of Kaffa,
Elven Honor (Lawful HARM Elves) smashed
Warmake
One
(Cosmic
Balance
worshipping
Humans). Two weeks later at the Giant city of
Angonheim, Lucy’s Legion (Lawful HARM Gnolls)
defeated the fleeing Chaotic Nightmare (Titans).

In the Nadev Jungle, Rune Tusk Raiders (Chaotic
Orcs) defeated Maala Swarm (Miiya worshipping
Xaati). Two weeks later the Rune Tusk Raiders struck
again and Maala Swarm was again defeated.
In the Pryma Forest, Def Knytes (Trimorph
worshipping Dark Elves of the Crystalian Warriors)
defeated the fleeing Dark Tide (Chaotic Orcs).
On Morgren Island, Facilitators (Lawful Kobolds)
defeated Xan Swarm (Miiya worshipping Xaati).
In the region known as Malundia outside the
Kobold city of Ez’zak, Ez’zak Pochteca (Lawful
Kobolds) defeated the retreating Tennessee Titans
(Chaotic ACE Titans).
In the Anvil Mountains outside the Halfling city
known as Hilltop Haven, Toe Jam (Lawful HARM
Dwarves) smashed the Axes Of Fire (Hobgoblins).
In the Grimwood forest outside the Ogre city of
Ogton, Fangs Of The Wolf (Lawful HARM Gnolls)
destroyed Dark Legion (Chaotic Goblins of the
Nemesis alliance).

PANAGEA RUMORS
The Kodan Raman is crumbling from within. The
rot has set in!
Nick Gnoll-tee was last seen crying into his ale,
something about Xanthor being his best buddy.
When will the Terminators strike back? I hear it’s
real soon now.
New faces?
Valen of Mycene is on the verge of death! Who will
claim Mycene when he’s gone?
The last of the great Lawful Citadels will soon come
under the Chaotic fist.
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In the Cambrian Range outside the Giant city of
Magdenheim, Tonatiuh’s Torch (Lawful Kobolds)
defeated the fleeing 10th Virginia Inf (Gnolls). Two
weeks later Tonatiuh’s Torch struck again, this time
defeating Ratt Skinners (Shhvoon worshipping Goblins
of the Akuda Combine) in a close and costly battle.
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LORASIA PLAYER NOTICE

LORASIA RUMORS
The Akuda Combine is returning with a vengeance.
Another Xaati city? Oh my!
With the power of Law reigning supreme, where are
the followers of the Balance? It’s time for action! To
arms!

spellcasters

are:

Where is Artur Hawk?
The Crystalian Warriors are running scared. They
fear Chaos because they long to be Chaotic!
The Bugs are on the rampage again! Someone call
an exterminator.
The three most popular
Warlord, Gladiator, and Bard.

non-spellcasters

Have no fear!
Help is near!
+ + + + +
LORASIA PLAYER NOTICE

ICON’s credibility has gone into the latrine.
The
three
most
popular
Battlemage, Druid & Seer.

To: Tonatiuh’s Torch and K-9 Knights
From: Red Ruby One

are:

Word is Lord Hisan Tark’s fiance Torrie Horseface
strapped on a saddle and galloped from the altar with
a very short bearded man screaming “Centwarves”.
The vast Treasure of Dagoth Lor has yet to be
found, though the clues are all there if you know where
to look.
Clerics, Paladins and Monks are neither spellcasters
or non-spellcasters and exist is a class by themselves.
Prayer dudes? Holy Molies?

BULLETIN BOARD
LORASIA PLAYER NOTICE
To: All Lorasia
In collaboration with the city populus I issue the
following decree(s):
1. “INTERCEPT” orders are in place for anyone
attacking within the city sector.
2. Publicly stating such (above); any attack will be
considered an attack against the city AND its populus.
(NOTE: Expressed written consent can be obtained
but such approval WILL NOT be given frivolously!)

To: All Citizens of Lorasia
I am pleased to announce that by majority vote of
the City Leaders of cities on Fenway Island, I have
been elected Fenway Island’s first Governor. It is
believed that me being of a neutral Empire and a
Charter House leader of the ICON Alliance covering
this area, I would be a good choice. Also because my
Empire controls a city on Fenway, I have a vested
interest in keeping the peace.
My first proclamation as Governor shall be that NO
army shall be attacked in any sector of Fenway Island
or in any sea sector within 50 miles of Fenway’s shore,
without the expressed written consent from myself.
Anyone wishing to attack an army in my governing
territory must submit to me in writing the reasons and
what actions you wish to take. If I grant such actions, I
will post a notice in the Cosmic Balance Newsletter
explaining my decision.
Let it be known that I will not grant such lightly, and
if at all, there most likely will be limits and/or
restrictions imposed. If at all possible, I will attempt to
negotiate a settlement diplomatically first.
Also know that I shall keep forces from my Empire
as a peace-keeping force that will place intercept
orders on ALL armies at the cities of Satyr’s Retreat,
Elmorin, and Spider’s Wort. If anyone attacks any
army in these sectors they will be attacking MY armies,
for which I will not tolerate. Notice Fenway Island will
have a safe haven for Lawfuls (Elmorin), Chaotics
(Spider’s Wort), and Neutrals and all alignments at
Satyr’s Retreat.
Anyone visiting our Island, especially in sectors
outside cities, are encouraged to diplo me and let me
know so that I will expect you. This is not law, but just
a general courtesy.
Lastly, if there is anything I or my Empire can do to
assist anyone while on Fenway, let me know. This is a
retreat island and we want only joy and happiness here,
may it please our goddess, Lyredh.
Thank you for your respect of our territory and for
your cooperation in these matters.
In Joy and Peace,

3. Bugs, my people don’t like you hanging around!
Each of you at the city have been contacted via diplo.
You WILL NOT be included under our Intercept
orders! State your business — OR LEAVE!

Padraig Goathoof C#180
Governor of Fenway

S#203 Duchy of Hound
City Leader Duke

P.S. All Alliance leaders are encouraged to diplo
me in acknowledgment of this notice and that you
agree to abide by the aforementioned.

